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PRODUCT FORMULAS ON POSETS, WICK PRODUCTS, AND A CORRECTION
FOR THE q-POISSON PROCESS
MICHAEL ANSHELEVICH
ABSTRACT. We give an example showing that the product and linearization formulas for the Wick
product versions of the q-Charlier polynomials in [Ans04a] are incorrect. Next, we observe that the
relation between monomials and several families of Wick polynomials is governed by “incomplete”
versions of familiar posets. We compute Mo¨bius functions for these posets, and prove a general
poset product formula. These provide new proofs and new inversion and product formulas for Wick
product versions of Hermite, Chebyshev, Charlier, free Charlier, and Laguerre polynomials. By
different methods, we prove inversion formulas for the Wick product versions of the free Meixner
polynomials.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a complex star-algebra, and x¨y a star-linear functional on it. Let ΓpMq be the complex
unital star-algebra generated by non-commuting symbols tXpaq : a P Mu and 1, subject to the
linearity relations
Xpαa` βbq “ αXpaq ` βXpbq.
Thus ΓpMq is naturally isomorphic to the tensor algebra of M, but we prefer to use the polyno-
mial notation rather than this identification. In particular the algebra is filtered by the degree of
polynomials. The star-operation on ΓpMq is determined by the requirement that Xpa˚q “ Xpaq˚.
In this article we will discuss six constructions of Wick products (four known and two new), that
is, linear maps W : Mbn Ñ ΓpMq whose ranges (together with the scalars) provide a grading
compatible with the degree filtration of ΓpMq. These have also been called the Kailath-Segall
polynomials. Note that in the literature, the term “Wick product” is also used for the multivari-
ate Appell polynomials. See, for example, Sections 2.3 and 2.8 of [Ans04a] for differences and
similarities between these two families.
As is well-known, there are three reasons to consider Wick products.
‚ Define a star-linear functional ϕ of ΓpMq by ϕ r1s “ 1, ϕ rW pa1 b a2 b . . .b anqs “ 0
for n ě 1. In many examples, ϕ is positive, the W operators have orthogonal ranges for
different n, and we have a Fock representation of ΓpMq on (a quotient of) L2pΓpMq, ϕq. In
this case theW operators are indeed Wick products.
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‚ For M “ pL1 X L8qpRq, in many examples we have an Itoˆ isometry which allows us to
interpret W pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq as a stochastic integralż
. . .
ż
a1pt1q . . . anptnq dXpt1q . . . dXptnq.
This isometry may involve unfamiliar inner products on multivariate function spaces, see
Remark 42.
‚ Suppose all a1 “ . . . “ an “ a. Setting a “ 1, or more generally a multiple of a pro-
jection, W pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq becomes a polynomial in Xpaq. In many examples, these
polynomials are orthogonal for different n.
Our main interest is in mutual expansions between polynomialsW pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq and mono-
mials, product formulas
kź
i“1
W
`
auip1q b auip2q b . . .b auipspiqq
˘ “ÿW,
and corresponding linearization coefficients. We show that the product formulas for q-Wick prod-
ucts claimed in [Ans04a] are incorrect. The rest of the article concerns related positive results.
In combinatorics, linearization formulas are often proved using a weight-preserving sign-reversing
involution, in other words a version of the inclusion-exclusion principle. We use a different gen-
eralization of this principle, namely Mo¨bius inversion. For five out of our six examples, we define
posets Π such that
Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
πPΠ
W pa1 b . . .b anqπ .
The posets which arise are “incomplete” versions of matchings, non-crossing matchings, set par-
titions, non-crossing partitions, and permutations. These posets, as posets, may be deserving of
further study (some preliminary enumeration results for them are described in Appendix A). We
compute their Mo¨bius functions and thus obtain inversion formulas. We also prove a general prod-
uct formula on posets, and apply it to obtain product formulas for Wick products. For the matchings
and partitions the results are known but the proofs are new. For the permutations the results are new.
For the non-crossing matchings and partitions, the results are known for the usual Wick products,
but the poset method allows us to extend them to operator-valued Wick products with no difficulty.
As an application, it was observed by ad hoc methods that in the case of incomplete partitions,
inversion formulas involve general open blocks but only singleton closed blocks (see Proposition 8
for terminology). The Mo¨bius function approach provides an explanation for this phenomenon. As
expected, in the product formulas, in the partitions cases only inhomogeneous partitions appear,
while in the permutation case we encounter “incomplete generalized derangements”.
It is well known that the number of non-crossing matchings on 2n points equals the number of
non-crossing partitions of n points (namely it is the Catalan number). As a combinatorial aside,
we observe that the same numerical equality holds for their incomplete versions, but moreover,
the collections of incomplete non-crossing matchings on 2n points and incomplete non-crossing
partitions of n points are isomorphic as posets. The reader interested only in combinatorial results
may concentrate on Section 2 and the Appendices, while the reader not interested in combinatorics
may skip most of these sections.
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For our sixth and most interesting example, morally corresponding to “non-crossing permutations”,
we do not know a natural poset structure governing Wick product expansions. So we perform the
computations in a more direct way, using induction and generating functions. The combinatorial
objects which govern these expansions are pairs σ ! π of non-crossing partitions in a relation first
observed by Belinschi and Nica [BN08, Ans07, Nic10]. In Appendix B, we list other combinatorial
structures corresponding to non-crossing permutations.
Finally, we discuss some analytic extensions of the algebraic results from earlier sections. It is nat-
ural to ask whether the map pM, x¨yq ÞÑ pΓpMq, ϕq can be interpreted as a functor, generalizing the
well-known Gaussian/semiciruclar functors. For the case of the incomplete non-crossing partitions,
we show that this is so, although a larger collection of morphisms would be desirable. We also
observe that in all six of our examples, if the functionals x¨y are tracial states, so are the functionals
ϕ. Finally, for the case of incomplete non-crossing partitions, we show that the product formulas
hold when one of the factors is in L2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove a general linearization result on posets,
and compute Mo¨bius functions for five posets. In Section 3, we use these to obtain inversion and
product formulas for five types of Wick products. In Section 4, we obtain the monomial expansions
and inversion formulas for the free Meixner Wick products. In short Section 5 we give an explicit
counterexample to the product formula for q-Wick products claimed in [Ans04a]. In Section 6, we
collect the analytic results. In Appendix A, we list some enumerative properties of incomplete posts,
and combinatorial consequences of the results above for ordinary polynomials. In short Appendix B
we finish with variations on the approach in Section 4.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Amudhan Krishnaswami-Usha for discussions about Section
6, and to the referee for numerous useful comments.
2. LINEARIZATION ON POSETS
Throughout the article, we will only consider finite posets.
Remark 1. Let pΠn,ďq8n“1 be a family of posets. As usual, we write σ ă π if σ ď π and σ ‰ π.
In all our examples, Πn will be a meet-semilattice, with the meet operation ^, and the smallest
element, denoted by 0ˆn. Recall that for σ ď π, the Mo¨bius function µpσ, πq on Π is determined by
the property that
(1)
ÿ
τ :σďτďπ
µpσ, τq “
#
1, σ “ π,
0, σ ‰ π.
As a consequence, we have the Mo¨bius inversion formula: if F,G are two functions on Π such that
(2) F pπq “
ÿ
σěπ
Gpσq,
then
Gpπq “
ÿ
σěπ
µpπ, σqF pσq.
Theorem 2. Consider a family of finite posets pΠiq8i“1. Fix sp1q, sp2q, . . . , spkq ě 1, and denote
n “ sp1q ` . . .` spkq. Suppose we have an order-preserving injection
α : Πsp1q ˆ . . .ˆ Πspkq Ñ Πn
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with the property that for any τ P Πn there exists a τsp1q,...,spkq P Πn with 
σ P αpΠsp1q ˆ . . .ˆ Πspkqq, σ ď τ
( “  σ P Πn : σ ď τsp1q,...,spkq( ,
where τsp1q,...,spkq “ τ if τ P αpΠsp1q ˆ . . . ˆ Πspkqq. Let G be a function on the disjoint unionš8
n“1Πn. Denote, for π P Πi,
F pπq “
ÿ
σěπ
Gpσq.
Suppose that for πi P Πspiq,
(3) F pπ1qF pπ2q . . . F pπkq “ F pαpπ1, . . . , πkqq.
Then
Gp0ˆsp1qq . . . Gp0ˆspkqq “
ÿ
τPΠn
τsp1q,...,spkq“0ˆn
Gpτq.
Proof. Taking first τ “ αpσ1, . . . , σkq, we see that since τ “ τsp1q,...,spkq,
r0ˆn, αpσ1, . . . , σkqs “ r0ˆn, τ s “
 
σ P Πn : σ ď τsp1q,...,spkq
(
“  σ P αpΠsp1q ˆ . . .ˆ Πspkqq, σ ď αpσ1, . . . , σkq(
»  σ P Πsp1q ˆ . . .ˆ Πspkq, σ ď pσ1, . . . , σkq(
“ r0ˆsp1q, σ1s ˆ . . .ˆ r0ˆspkq, σks
Thus, since the Mo¨bius function is multiplicative,
µp0ˆn, αpσ1, . . . , σkqq “
kź
i“1
µp0ˆspiq, σiq.
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4 in [RW97]. Using various assumptions,
Gp0ˆsp1qq . . . Gp0ˆspkqq “
ÿ
σ1PΠsp1q
. . .
ÿ
σkPΠspkq
kź
i“1
µp0ˆspiq, σiq
kź
i“1
F pσiq
“
ÿ
pσ1,...,σkqPΠsp1qˆ...ˆΠspkq
µp0ˆn, αpσ1, . . . , σkqqF pαpσ1, . . . , σkqq
“
ÿ
pσ1,...,σkqPΠsp1qˆ...ˆΠspkq
µp0ˆn, αpσ1, . . . , σkqq
ÿ
τěαpσ1,...,σkq
Gpτq
“
ÿ
τPΠn
Gpτq
ÿ
pσ1,...,σkqPΠsp1qˆ...ˆΠspkq,
αpσ1,...,σkqďτ
µp0ˆn, αpσ1, . . . , σkqq
“
ÿ
τPΠn
Gpτq
ÿ
σPΠn,
σďτsp1q,...,spkq
µp0ˆn, σq
“
ÿ
τPΠn
τsp1q,...,spkq“0ˆn
Gpτq. 
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Remark 3. We will show that for the five posets in the next series of propositions, the conditions
above are satisfied, and compute the corresponding τsp1q,...,spkq. In all the examples, α combines
objects defined on each of the subintervals
(4) J1 “ r1, . . . , sp1qs, J2 “ rsp1q ` 1, . . . , sp1q ` sp2qs, . . . , Jk “ rn´ spkq ` 1, . . . , ns
into a single object on the interval r1, . . . , ns, in a natural way. We will denote by p1ˆsp1q, . . . , 1ˆspkqq
the partition on rns whose blocks are these intervals. Note that Πi is not assumed to have a maximal
element, so 1ˆi only denotes the maximal element of Ppiq.
Notation 4 (Background on partitions). Denote Singpπq the single-element blocks of a partition π,
and Pairpπq the two-element blocks.
A partition π of an ordered set Λ is non-crossing if there are no two blocksU ‰ V of π with i, k P U ,
j, l P V , and i ă j ă k ă l. The set of non-crossing partitions is denotes by NCpΛq, or NCpnq in
case Λ “ rns “ t1, 2, . . . , nu. A block U P π P NCpnq containing i0 has depth k if k is the largest
integer (starting with 0) for which there is exist ik ă ik´1 ă . . . ă i1 ă i0 ă j1 ă . . . ă jk such
that all i0, i1, . . . , ik belong to different blocks of π while iu
π„ ju, u “ 1, . . . , k. A block is outer
if it has depth zero, and inner otherwise. Denote Outpπq the outer blocks of π. Denote NCě2pΛq
the non-crossing partitions with no singletons. The interval partitions IntpΛq are partitions whose
blocks are intervals.
Proposition 5. Denote by P1,2pnq, the incomplete matchings, the partitions of rns into pairs and
singletons. Equip it with the poset structure it inherits from the usual refinement order on partitions.
Then the Mo¨bius function on this poset is
µpπ, σq “ p´1q|Pairpσq|´|Pairpπq|.
Also for this poset, τsp1q,...,spkq “ τ ^ p1ˆsp1q, . . . , 1ˆspkqq.
Proof. It suffices to note that, denoting by U the pairs and V the singleton blocks,
rpU1, . . . , Uu, V 11 , . . . , V 1vq, pU1, . . . , Uk, V1, . . . , Vℓqs » r0ˆ, pUu`1, . . . , Ukqs » Pp2qk´u. 
Proposition 6. Denote by INC1,2pnq, the incomplete non-crossing matchings, the non-crossing
partitions of rns into pairs and singletons, such that all singletons are outer. Equip it with the poset
structure inherited from P1,2pnq. Then the Mo¨bius function on this poset is
µppU1, . . . , Uu, V 11 , . . . , V 1vq, pU1, . . . , Uk, V1, . . . , Vℓqq
“
#
p´1qk´u, @pu` 1q ď i ď k : Ui P Outpπq,
0, otherwise.
For this poset, τsp1q,...,spkq is given by the same expression as for P1,2.
Proof. Clearly
rpU1, . . . , Uu, V 11 , . . . , V 1vq, pU1, . . . , Uk, V1, . . . , Vℓqs » r0ˆ, pUu`1, . . . , Ukqs.
Moreover this interval is the product of intervals from 0ˆ to a partition with a single outer block. If
that partition is simply tUu, the Mo¨bius function µp0ˆ2, tUuq “ p´1q. On the other hand, if it is a
larger partition with the single outer block ti, ju, recalling that all singletons in INC1,2 are outer,
we see that
σ ă pU 11, U 12, . . . , ti, juq ô σ ď pU 11, . . . , U 1s´1, tiu , tjuq.
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and so from property (1),
µp0ˆ, pU 11, U 12, . . . , ti, juqq “
ÿ
σďpU 1
1
,U 1
2
,...,ti,juq
µp0ˆ, σq ´
ÿ
σăpU 1
1
,U 1
2
,...,ti,juq
µp0ˆ, σq “ 0. 
Definition 7. Denote by IPpnq, the incomplete partitions, the collection
tpπ, Sq : π P Ppnq, S Ă πu .
Here, and in the subsequent examples, the elements of S will be called open blocks, those of πzS
closed blocks. Denote
Ť
S “ ŤV PS V the union of all the open blocks. Equip IPpnq with the
poset structure
pπ, Sq ď pσ, T q if U P πzS ñ U P σzT and π|ŤS ď σ|ŤS.
Proposition 8. The Mo¨bius function on IPpnq is
µpp0ˆ, 0ˆq, pπ, Sqq “
#
p´1qn´|S|śV PSp|V | ´ 1q!, @U P πzS : |U | “ 1,
0, otherwise.
Also for this poset, pτ, Sqsp1q,...,spkq “ pτ^p1ˆsp1q, . . . , 1ˆspkqq, T q, where U P pτ^p1ˆsp1q, . . . , 1ˆspkqqqzT
if and only if U P τzS. In particular, pτ, Sqsp1q,...,spkq “ p0ˆn, 0ˆnq if and only if τ^p1ˆsp1q, . . . , 1ˆspkqq “
0ˆn and all singletons of τ are open.
Proof. Clearly
rp0ˆ, 0ˆq, pπ, Sqs »
ź
UPπzS
rp0ˆ, 0ˆq, ptUu ,Hqs ˆ
ź
V PS
rp0ˆ, 0ˆq, ptV u , tV uqs
and rp0ˆ, 0ˆq, ptV u , tV uqs » r0ˆ, tV us » Pp|V |q, so µpp0ˆ, 0ˆq, ptV u , tV uqq “ p´1q|V |´1p|V | ´ 1q!.
Also
tpσ, T q ă ptUu ,Hqu “ tpσ, T q ď ptUu , tUuqu
so using property (1), µpp0ˆ, 0ˆq, ptUu ,Hqq “ 0 unless |U | “ 1. The formula for the Mo¨bius function
follows. The final formula follows from the definition of the order. 
Proposition 9. Denote by INCpnq, the incomplete non-crossing partitions (called the linear non-
crossing half-permutations in [KMS07]), the collection
tpπ, Sq : π P NCpnq, S Ă Outpπqu .
Equip it with the poset structure inherited from IPpnq. Then the posets INCpnq and INC1,2p2nq
are isomorphic. Under this isomorphism, partitions with ℓ open blocks are mapped to partitions
with 2ℓ singletons, and partitions with k closed blocks are mapped to partitions with k pairs at even
depth. In particular, the Mo¨bius function on this poset is
(5) µpp0ˆ, 0ˆq, pπ, Sqq “
#
p´1qn´|S|, π P Intpnq, @U P πzS : |U | “ 1,
0, otherwise.
For this poset, τsp1q,...,spkq is given by the same expression as for IP .
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Proof. We exhibit an bijection between INCpnq and INC1,2pt1, 1¯, . . . , n, n¯uq. A closed block
pi1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ikq is replaced by blocks pi1, i¯kq, p¯i1, i2q, . . . , p¯ik´1, ikq, while the open block with
these elements is replaced by pi1q, p¯ikq, p¯i1, i2q, . . . , p¯ik´1, ikq. This is easily seen to be a bijection.
Moreover, combining two (outer) open blocks pi1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ikq and pj1 ă j2 ă . . . ă jℓq with
ik ă j1 corresponds to pairing off i¯k and j1, while closing the open block pi1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ikq
corresponds to pairing off i1 and i¯k. So this map is a poset isomorphism. Finally, each open block
of π P INCpnq produces two singletons in the image. The statement about closed blocks follows
from a recursive argument.
Next, for σ P INC1,2p2nq, from Proposition 6
µINC1,2p0ˆ, σq “
#
p´1q|Pairpσq|, σ P Intp2nq,
0, otherwise.
Clearly the bijection above maps incomplete interval matchings onto the set of incomplete interval
partitions all of whose closed blocks are singletons. It remains to note that if σ is mapped to pπ, Sq,
then |Pairpσq| “ 1
2
p2n ´ |Singpσq|q “ n ´ |S|. The formula for τsp1q,...,spkq follows from the
definition of the order. 
Definition 10. Denote by IPRMpnq, the incomplete permutations (sometimes called partial per-
mutations [BRR89], although this term has also been used for different objects), the collection of
maps
IPRMpnq “ tpΛ, fq : Λ Ă rns, f : ΛÑ rns injectiveu .
Equip IPRMpnq with the following poset structure:
pΛ, fq ď pΩ, gq if Λ Ă Ω and g|Λ “ f.
Proposition 11. IPRMpnq is isomorphic as a poset to pairs pπ, Sq, where π is a partition of
rns with an order on each block of the partition, S is a collection of some blocks of this partition,
and the order on the blocks in πzS is defined only up to a cyclic permutation. Equivalently, these
are collections of words in rns, where each letter appears exactly once, and some of the words are
defined only up to cyclic order. In the poset structure, pπ, Sq ď pσ, T q if U P πzS ñ U P σzT , the
restriction of partitions π|ŤS ď σ|ŤS, and the words corresponding to blocks of σ combined out
of blocks of π are obtained by concatenating the words corresponding to these blocks of π, in some
order (and the combined word possibly cyclically rotated if the block of σ is closed).
Proof. Given pΛ, fq as in the definition of IPRMpnq, we define the partition π1 of Λ Y fpΛq to
be the partition into orbits of f , that is, largest subsets tw1, . . . , wℓu such that wi`1 “ fpwiq. The
block is in π1zS if wℓ P Λ, so that fpwℓq “ w1, and the block is in S if wℓ P fpΛqzΛ. Complete
π1 to a partition π of rns by letting each elements in rnszpΛ Y fpΛqq be a singleton block in S.
Note that each block in S has an order structure w1 ă w2 ă . . . ă wℓ, and each block in πzS has
a cyclic order. Conversely, we can recover pΛ, fq from pπ, Sq by setting rnszΛ to consist of the
largest elements (according to the block order) of blocks in S, and f defined by the order on the
blocks.
Next, let pΛ, fq Ø pπ, Sq, pΩ, gq Ø pσ, T q, and pΛ, fq ď pΩ, gq. The orbits of g, ordered according
to the mapping structure of g, have the form either
tw1 ă w2 ă . . . ă wℓu P πzS,
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or 
v1,0 ă . . . ă vkp0q,0 ă w1,1 ă . . . ă wℓp1q,1 ă v1,1 ă . . . ă vkp1q,1 ă w1,2 ă . . . ă wℓp2q,2 ă . . .
(
,
where all vi,j P pΩY gpΩqqzpΛY fpΛqq are singletons in S and each
 
w1,j ă . . . wℓpjq,j
( P S is an
orbit of f in S. The description above follows. 
Example 12. For Λ “ t2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9u Ă r9s and
fp2q “ 5, fp3q “ 8, fp5q “ 4, fp7q “ 3, fp8q “ 7, fp9q “ 9,
the corresponding incomplete partition with ordered blocks is
π “ tp1q, p2 ă 5 ă 4q, p3 ă 8 ă 7 ă 3q, p6q, p9qu , S “ tp1q, p2 ă 5 ă 4q, p6qu .
Proposition 13. The Mo¨bius function on IPRMpnq is
µpp0ˆ, 0ˆq, pπ, Sqq “ p´1qn´|S|.
pΛ, fqsp1q,...,spkq “ pΩ, gq, where
Ω “
kď
i“1
tx P ΛX Ji : fpxq P Jiu
and g “ f |Ω. In particular, pΛ, fqsp1q,...,spkq equals the minimal element of IPRMpnq if for each i
and x P ΛX Ji, fpxq R Ji. We will call this final family incomplete derangements and denote it by
IDpsp1q, . . . , spkqq.
Proof. The blocks of π are simply the orbits of f , with elements of rnszΛ included as open sin-
gletons. To compute the Mo¨bius function, it suffices to assume that f has a single orbit. Elements
smaller than pΛ, fq are in an ordered bijection with subsets of Λ, and the Mo¨bius function p´1q|Λ|.
It remains to note that Λ “ rns if the corresponding block is closed, and |Λ| “ n ´ 1 if the corre-
sponding block is open. Formulas for pΛ, fqsp1q,...,spkq follow from the definition of the order. 
3. MULTIPLICATION OF WICK PRODUCTS
Let M,ΓpMq be as in the beginning of the introduction.
Notation 14. Order the blocks of a partition according to the order of the largest elements of the
blocks. For an ordered index set Λ, denote aΛ “
ś
iPΛ ai. Finally, write Ji “ tuip1q, . . . , uipspiqqu,
so that
t1, 2, . . . , nu “ pu1p1q, . . . , u1psp1qq, u2p1q, . . . , u2psp2qq, . . . , ukp1q, . . . , ukpspkqqq.
Proposition 15. DefineWP1,2 pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq recursively by
WP1,2 pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “WP1,2 pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q
´
nÿ
i“1
WP1,2 pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b anq xaian`1y .
Then
(6) Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
πPP1,2pnq
ź
UPπ:|U |“2
xaUyWP1,2
˜ â
V Pπ:|V |“1
aV
¸
,
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and
WP1,2 pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
πPP1,2pnq
p´1q|π|´|Singpπq|
ź
UPπ:|U |“2
xaUy
ź
V Pπ:|V |“1
XpaV q,
and
kź
i“1
WP1,2
`
auip1q b auip2q b . . .b auipspiqq
˘
“
ÿ
πPP1,2pnq
π^p1ˆsp1q,...,1ˆspkqq“0ˆn
ź
UPπ:|U |“2
xaUyWP1,2
˜ â
V Pπ:|V |“1
aV
¸
.
Proof. Equation (6) is well known, see for example Theorem 2.1 in [EP03] for q “ 1. It implies
that for π P P1,2pnq,
ź
UPπ:|U |“2
xaUy
ź
V Pπ:|V |“1
XpaV q “
ÿ
σPP1,2pnq
σěπ
ź
UPσ:|U |“2
xaUyWP1,2
˜ â
V Pσ:|V |“1
aV
¸
.
Denoting the left-hand-side of this equation by F pπq and each term in the sum on the right-hand-
side by Gpσq, we see that these functions satisfy the relation (2), and F satisfies the multiplicative
property (3). So Theorem 2 and Proposition 5 imply the results. 
Proposition 16. DefineWIP pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq recursively by
WIP pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “WIP pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´WIP pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´
nÿ
i“1
WIP pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b an b aian`1q
´
nÿ
i“1
WIP pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b anq xaian`1y .
Then
(7) Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIPpnq
ź
UPπzS
xaUyWIP
˜â
V PS
aV
¸
.
If M is commutative, then
WIP pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIPpnq
UPπzSñ|U |“1
p´1qn´|S|
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
ź
V PS
p|V | ´ 1q!XpaV q,
and
kź
i“1
WIP
`
auip1q b auip2q b . . .b auipspiqq
˘ “ ÿ
pπ,SqPIPpnq
π^p1ˆsp1q ,...,1ˆspkqq“0ˆn
SingpπqĂS
ź
UPπzS
xaUyWIP
˜â
V PS
aV
¸
.
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Proof. Equation (7) is known, see for example Proposition 2.7(a) in [Ans04a]. For commutative
M, it implies that for pπ, Sq P IPpnq,
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
ź
V PS
XpaV q “
ÿ
pσ,T qPIPpnq
pσ,T qěpπ,Sq
ź
UPσzT
xaU yWIP
˜â
V PT
aV
¸
.
So Theorem 2 and Proposition 8 imply the results. 
Theorem 17 (Cf. Section 4 in [S´ni00]). DefineWIPRM pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq recursively by
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q
“WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´
nÿ
i“1
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b an b aian`1q
´
nÿ
i“1
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b an b an`1aiq
´
nÿ
i“1
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b anq xaian`1y
´
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b aˆj b . . .b an b aian`1ajq
´
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b aˆj b . . .b an b ajan`1aiq .
For pΛ, fq P IPRMpnq, let pπ, Sq P INCpnq be the corresponding orbit decomposition. Order
each block tw1, w2, . . . , wℓu of π so that wi`1 “ fpwiq and, in case the block is closed, so that wℓ
is the numerically largest element in the block. Denote
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq “
ź
UPπzS
xaUyWIPRM
˜â
V PS
aV
¸
and
Mpa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq “
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
ź
V PS
XpaV q,
where on each block of π we use the order described above. Then
(8) Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
pΛ,fqPIPRMpnq
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq .
Also,
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pΛ,fqPIPRMpnq
p´1qn´|S|Mpa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq,
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and
kź
i“1
WIPRM
`
auip1q b auip2q b . . .b auipspiqq
˘
“
ÿ
pΛ,fqPIDpsp1q,...,spkqq
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq .
Proof. We prove equation (8) by induction. Xpaq “WIPRM paq ` xay. Denoting
S “  V1 ă V2 ă . . . ă V|S|(
and using the inductive hypothesis,
Xpa1q . . .XpanqXpan`1q “
ÿ
pΛ,fqPIPRMpnq
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fqXpan`1q
“
ÿ
pΛ,fqPIPRMpnq
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
˜
W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aV|S| b an`1
˘
`W `aV1 b aV2 b . . . aV|S|˘ xan`1y
` 1|S|ě1
|S|ÿ
i“1
W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aˆVi b . . .b aV|S| b aVian`1
˘
` 1|S|ě1
|S|ÿ
i“1
W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aˆVi b . . .b aV|S| b an`1aVi
˘
` 1|S|ě1
|S|ÿ
i“1
W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aˆVi b . . .b aV|S|
˘ xaVian`1y
` 1|S|ě2
ÿ
1ďiăjď|S|
W
`
aV1 b . . .b aˆVi b . . .b aˆVj b . . .b aV|S| b aVian`1aVj
˘
` 1|S|ě2
ÿ
1ďiăjď|S|
W
`
aV1 b . . .b aˆVi b . . .b aˆVj b . . .b aV|S| b aVjan`1aVi
˘¸
.
The first term produces all the partitions in IPRMpn ` 1q in which n ` 1 is an open singleton.
The second term produces all the partitions in which n ` 1 is a closed singleton. The third term
produces all the partitions in which n ` 1 is a final letter in an open word of length at least 2. The
fourth term produces all the partitions in which n ` 1 is the initial letter in an open word of length
at least 2. The fifth term produces all the partitions in which n ` 1 is contained in a closed word of
length at least 2. The sixth term produces all the partitions in which n ` 1 is contained in an open
word of length at least 3, is neither the initial nor the final letter in it, and the largest letter preceding
it is smaller than the largest letter following it. The seventh term produces all the partitions in which
n ` 1 is contained in an open word of length at least 3, is neither the initial nor the final letter in it,
and the largest letter preceding it is larger than the largest letter following it. These seven classes
are disjoint and exhaust IPRMpn ` 1q.
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It follows that for pΛ, fq P IPRMpnq,
Mpa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq “
ÿ
pΩ,gqPIPRMpnq
pΩ,gqěpΛ,fq
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqpΩ,gq .
So Theorem 2 and Proposition 13 imply the results. 
Remark 18. Assume additionally that x¨y is a trace. By applying the functional ϕIPRM to (8), we
obtain the moment formula for tXpaiqu, which implies that the cumulants of ϕIPRM are
KϕIPRMrXpa1q, . . . , Xpanqs “ 1
n
ÿ
αPSympnq
@
aαp1q . . . aαpnq
D
.
Remark 19. Note that in Propositions 15 and 16, we do not assume thatW is symmetric in its argu-
ments, and in Theorem 17, we do not assume thatM is commutative. The results in Proposition 15
are known by direct methods, see Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in [EP03]. The results in Proposition 16
are stated in Proposition 2.7 of [Ans04a].
If M is commutative, WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anq depends only on the underlying incomplete parti-
tion, so we may re-write the expansions in Theorem 17 as
Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIPpnq
ź
UPπzS
p|U | ´ 1q! xaUy
ź
V PS
p|V |q!WIPRM
˜â
V PS
aV
¸
,
and
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIPpnq
p´1qn´|S|
ź
UPπzS
p|U | ´ 1q! xaUy
ź
V PS
p|V |q!XpaV q,
Note that this additional assumption does not imply that ΓpMq is commutative; it is however natural
to assume such commutativity to have a non-degenerate representation, see Section 6.
Remark 20. Let pΛ, fq P IPRMpnq. For w P rns, we say that it is
‚ A valley if w R ΛY fpΛq, or w P ΛzfpΛq and w ă fpwq, or w P fpΛqzΛ and f´1pwq ą w,
or w P ΛY fpΛq and f´1pwq ą w ă fpwq.
‚ A closed singleton if fpwq “ w.
‚ A double rise if f´1pwq ą w and either w ą fpwq or w R Λ.
‚ A double fall if w ă fpwq and either f´1pwq ă w or w R fpΛq.
‚ A cycle max if wi is the (numerically) largest element in a closed word of length at least 2.
‚ A peak if f´1pwq ă w ą fpwq and it is not a cycle max.
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Clearly each letter in rns belongs to one of these six types. Then a slight extension of the argument
in the previous proposition shows that if we define
W pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “W pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´ αW pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´
nÿ
i“1
β1W pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b an b aian`1q ´
nÿ
i“1
β2W pa1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , an`1aiq
´
nÿ
i“1
tW pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b anq xaian`1y
´
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
γW pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b aˆj b . . .b an b aian`1ajq
´
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
γW pa1 b . . .b aˆi b . . .b aˆj b . . .b an b ajan`1aiq ,
then
Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
pΛ,fqPIPRMpnq
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anqpΛ,fq
ˆ α#closed singletonsβ#double rises1 β#double falls2 t#cycle maxγ#peaks.
See [Bia93, SS94, CSZ97, KZ01] for related results. As in most of these references, there is a
natural way of including a q parameter in this expansion, based on the values of the i, j indices
from the Wick product recursion. However, our technique for obtaining inversion and product
formulas does not apply to this extension, and based on the results in Section 5, it is unclear what
these formulas should be.
Remark 21. Let D be a unital star-subalgebra, M be a complex star-algebra which is also a D-
bimodule such that for d1, d2 P D and a PM,
(9) d1pad2q “ pd1aqd2,
and x¨y : M Ñ D a star-linear D-bimodule map. (We do not assume that D Ă M since M may
not be unital.) Let ΓpMq be the complex unital star-algebra generated by non-commuting symbols
tXpaq : a PMu and D, subject to the linearity relations
Xpd1ad2 ` d3bd4q “ d1Xpaqd2 ` d3Xpbqd4, d1, d2, d3, d4 P D.
The star-operation on it is determined by the requirement that all Xpa˚q “ Xpaq˚. Thus
ΓpMq »
8à
n“0
MbDn.
We denoteMpa1b. . .banq “ Xpa1q . . .Xpanq, and note thatM may be extended to aD-bimodule
map onMbDn.
Let π P NCpnq. We will define a bimodule map x¨yπ onMbDn recursively as follows. First,
xd0a1d1 b . . .b andny1ˆn “ d0 xa1d1 . . . any dn.
Next let
Outpπq “ tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vℓu , Vi “ tvpi, 1q ă . . . ă vpi, tpiqqu .
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Denote Iij “ rvpi, jq ` 1, . . . , vpi, j ` 1q ´ 1s for 1 ď i ď ℓ, 1 ď j ď tpiq ´ 1, and πi,j “ π|Iij .
Note that an interval may be empty. Then we recursively define
xd0a1d1 b . . .b andnyπ “ d0
ℓź
i“1
C
tpiq´1ź
j“1
`
avpi,jqdvpi,jq xavdv : v P Ii,jyπij
˘
an
G
dn.
Note that this is the not the same definition as that in [Spe98] or Section 3 in [ABFN13], although it
is related to them and may be expressed in terms of them as long as π is appropriately transformed.
Next, let F be a D-bimodule map on MbDn (in our examples, either M or W ). Let pπ, Sq P
INCpnq, and this time denote
S “ tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vℓu , Vi “ tvpi, 1q ă . . . ă vpi, tpiqqu .
Let Iij , πij be as before, and define additionally vpℓ` 1, 1q “ n ` 1,
Ii,tpiq “ rvpi, tpiqq ` 1, . . . , vpi` 1, 1q ´ 1s, I0 “ r1, . . . , vp1, 1q ´ 1s,
and the corresponding πij , π0. Denote
F pd0a1d1 b . . .b andnqpπ,Sq “ d0F
˜
xavdv : v P I0yπ0
ℓâ
i“1
tpiqź
j“1
`
avpi,jqdvpi,jq xavdv : v P Ii,jyπij
˘¸
.
In the scalar-valued case, the following results are known, see Theorem 3.3 in [EP03] and Proposi-
tion 29 in [Ans04b] for q “ 0.
Proposition 22. DefineWINC1,2 pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq recursively by
WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q
´WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanan`1y .
Note thatWINC1,2 extends to a D-bimodule map on eachM
bDn. Then
(10) Mpa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
πPINC1,2pnq
WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Singpπqq ,
and
WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
πPInt1,2pnq
p´1q|π|´|Singpπq|Mpa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Singpπqq,
and
kź
i“1
WINC1,2
`
auip1q b auip2q b . . .b auipspiqq
˘
“
ÿ
πPINC1,2pnq
π^p1ˆsp1q ,...,1ˆspkqq“0ˆn
WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Singpπqq .
The proof is similar to and simpler than that of the next proposition, so we omit it.
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Proposition 23. DefineWINC pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq recursively by
WINC pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q
“WINC pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´WINC pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´WINC pa1 b . . .b anan`1q ´WINC pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanan`1y .
Then
(11) Xpa1q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
WINC pa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Sq ,
and
WINC pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
πPIntpnq,UPπzSñ|U |“1
p´1qn´|S|Mpa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Sq,
and
kź
i“1
WINC
`
auip1q b auip2q b . . .b auipspiqq
˘ “ ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
π^p1ˆsp1q,...,1ˆspkqq“0ˆn
SingpπqĂS
WINC pa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Sq .
Proof. The proof of equation (11) is similar to the argument in Theorem 17 above or Theorem 28
below, so we only outline it. It is based on the observation that the four terms in the recursion
relation forWINC correspond to the decomposition of INCpnq as a disjoint union of four sets: those
where n`1 is an open singleton, a closed singleton, those where it belongs to larger open block, and
those where it belongs to a larger closed block. Equation (11) implies that for pπ, Sq P INCpnq,
Mpa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Sq “
ÿ
pσ,T qPINCpnq
pσ,T qěpπ,Sq
WINC pa1 b . . .b anqpπ,Sq .
So Theorem 2 and Proposition 9 imply the results. 
4. EXPANSIONS FOR FREE MEIXNER WICK PRODUCTS
Notation 24. A covered partition is a partition π P NCpΛqwith a single outer block, or equivalently
such that minpΛq π„ maxpΛq; their set is denoted by NC1pΛq. We define an additional order on
NCpΛq: π ! σ if π ď σ and in addition, for each block U P σ, π|U P NC1pUq. See [BN08, Nic10]
for more details.
For pπ, Sq P INCpnq and σ ! π, we say that a block of σ is open if it contains the smallest element
of an open block of π; their collection is denoted S 1pσ, Sq. In particular, each open singleton block
of σ consists of the smallest element of some open block of π.
Definition 25. For D, M, ΓpMq, and Xpaq as in Remark 21, define the free Meixner-Kailath-
Segall polynomials by the recursion
W pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “W pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´ αW pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´ βW pa1 b . . .b an´1 b anan`1q ´ tW pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanan`1y
´ γW pa1 b . . .b an´2 b an´1anan`1q
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and in particular
W pa1 b a2q “W pa1qXpa2q ´ αW pa1q xa2y ´ βW pa1a2q ´ t xa1a2y
and W pa1q “ Xpa1q ´ α xa1y. Compare with Section 7 in [S´ni00].
Notation 26. For pπ, Sq P INCpnq, let
C
pπ,Sq
α,β,t,γ “
ÿ
σďπ,
UPπzSñσ|UPNC
1pUq,
SingpσqĂSingpπqYS1pσ,Sq
α|SingpπzSq|βn´2|σ|`|S|`|SingpπzSq|t|πzS|´|SingpπzSq|γ|σ|´|π|.
In particular,
Cπα,β,t,γ “ Cpπ,Hqα,β,t,γ “
ÿ
σ!π,
Singpσq“Singpπq
α|Singpπq|βn´2|σ|`|Singpπq|t|π|´|Singpπq|γ|σ|´|π|.
Lemma 27. Denote Mnpβ, γq a particular case of the Jacobi-Rogers polynomials, the sum over
Motzkin paths of length n with flat steps given weight β and down steps given weight γ. Then
C
pπ,Sq
α,β,t,γ “
ź
UPπzS
κ
|U |
α,β,t,γ
ź
V PS
ω
|V |
α,β,t,γ,
where
ωnα,β,t,γ “Mn´1pβ, γq, κ1α,β,t,γ “ α, κnα,β,t,γ “ tMn´2pβ, γq.
Proof. We note that
κ1α,β,t,γ “ α, κnα,β,t,γ “ t
ÿ
τPNC1ě2pnq
βn´2|τ |γ|τ |´1 “ tMn´2pβ, γq,
and
ω1α,β,t,γ “ 1, ωnα,β,t,γ “
ÿ
τPNCpnq,
SingpτqĂt1u
βn´2|τ |`1γ|τ |´1 “
ÿ
τPNC1ě2pn`1q
βn´2|τ |`1γ|τ |´1 “Mn´1pβ, γq.

We formulate and prove the following theorem for the case D “ C to simplify notation, but the
result carries over verbatim for general D.
Theorem 28. We have expansions of monomials
(12) Xpa1qXpa2q . . .Xpanq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
C
pπ,Sq
α,β,t,γ
ź
UPπzS
xaUyW
˜â
V PS
aV
¸
.
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Proof. By induction
nź
i“1
XpaiqXpan`1q
“
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
C
pπ,Sq
α,β,t,γ
ź
UPπzS
xaU yW
˜â
V PS
aV
¸
Xpan`1q
“
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
ÿ
σďπ,
UPπzSñσ|UPNC
1pUq,
SingpσqĂSingpπqYS1pσ,Sq
α|SingpπzSq|βn´2|σ|`|S|`|SingpπzSq|t|πzS|´|SingpπzSq|γ|σ|´|π|
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
˜
W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aVj b an`1 : tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vju “ S
˘
` αW `aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aVj : tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vju “ S˘ xan`1y
` β1|S|ě1W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aVjan`1 : tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vju “ S
˘
` t1|S|ě1W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aVj´1 : tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vju “ S
˘ @
aVjan`1
D
` γ1|S|ě2W
`
aV1 b aV2 b . . .b aVj´1aVjan`1 : tV1 ă V2 ă . . . ă Vju “ S
˘¸
.
For fixed pπ, S, σq, the first term produces all the triples pπ1, S 1, σ1q with
pπ1, S 1q P INCpn` 1q, σ1 ď π1, U P π1zS 1 ñ σ1|U P NC1pUq, Singpσ1q Ă Singpπ1q Y S 1pσ1, S 1q
in which n`1 is an open singleton in π1 (and so in σ1). Since n, |π|, |S|, and |σ| are all incremented
by 1, C
pπ,Sq
α,β,t,γ does not change. The second term produces all triples in which n ` 1 is a closed
singleton in π1 (and so in σ1). Since n, |π|, |πzS|, |SingpπzSq|, and |σ| are all incremented by 1,
Cpπ,Sq is multiplied by α. The third term produces all triples in which n ` 1 belongs to an open
block in both σ1 and π1, each of size at least 2, by adjoining it to the largest open block of π and the
corresponding open block of σ. Since only n is incremented, Cpπ,Sq is multiplied by β. The fourth
term produces all triples in which n ` 1 belongs to a closed non-singleton block of π1 (and so also
of σ1), by adjoining it to the largest open block of π and the corresponding open block of σ, and
closing them both. Since n is incremented by 1 and |S| decreased by 1, Cpπ,Sq is multiplied by t.
The fifth term produces all triples in which n` 1 belongs to an open block of π1 but a closed block
of σ1, by adjoining n` 1 to the second largest open block of π and the corresponding open block of
σ, combining the two largest open blocks of π, and closing the open block of σ which belonged to
the largest open block of π. Since n is incremented by 1 while |π| and |S| are decreased by 1, Cpπ,Sq
is multiplied by γ. These five classes are disjoint and exhaust the triples pπ1, S 1, σ1q above. 
Corollary 29. For the state corresponding to the Wick products from Definition 25, the joint mo-
ments are
(13) ϕ rXpa1qXpa2q . . .Xpanqs “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
Cπα,β,t,γ xa1 b . . .b anyπ .
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Remark 30. Using Lemma 27, we may re-write formula (13) as
ϕ rXpa1qXpa2q . . .Xpanqs “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
˜ź
UPπ
κ
|U |
α,β,t,γ
¸
xa1 b . . .b anyπ .
Therefore by definition, the joint free cumulants of tXpaiqu are
RrXpa1qs “ κ1α,β,t,γ xa1y “ α xa1y ,
RrXpa1q, . . . , Xpanqs “ κnα,β,t,γ xa1 . . . any “ tMn´2pβ, γq xa1 . . . any .
Compare with Theorem 8 in [S´ni00]. Note thatMn´2p1, 1q “ Mn´2, the Motzkin number. On the
other hand,
Mn´2p2, 1q “
ÿ
τPNC1ě2pnq
2n´2|τ | “ |NC1pnq| “ cn´1,
the Catalan number. In generalMnpβ, γq are the moments of a semicircular distribution with mean
β and variance γ. Cf. Theorem 2 in [Ans07].
The following proposition is, roughly speaking, taken as the definition in [S´ni00].
Proposition 31.
ϕ rW pa1 b . . .b anqW pbk b . . .b b1qs
“ δn“k
ÿ
πPIntpnq
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an b bk b . . .b b1ytUYp2n`1´Uq:UPπu .
Proof. For n “ 0 and arbitrary k, the result follows from the definition of ϕ. So it suffices to show
that the result for pu, vq ď pn´ 1, k ` 1q implies the result for pn, kq. For n ě 1,
ϕ rW pa1 b . . .b anqW pbk b . . .b b1qs
“ ϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1qXpanqW pbk b . . .b b1qs
´ αϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanyW pbk b . . .b b1qs
´ βϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´2 b an´1anqW pbk b . . .b b1qs
´ tϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´2q xan´1anyW pbk b . . .b b1qs
´ γϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´3 b an´2an´1anqW pbk b . . .b b1qs
(14)
Applying the recursion in Definition 25 to the first term (and using the adjoint symmetry in Propo-
sition 37 below), this term equals
ϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1qW pan b bk b . . .b b1qs
` αϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanyW pbk b . . .b b1qs
` βϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1qW panbk b . . .b b1qs
` tϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanbkyW pbk´1 b . . .b b1qs
` γϕ rW pa1 b . . .b an´1qW panbkbk´1 b bk´2 . . .b b1qs .
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This the expression (14) equals
δn´1“k`1
ÿ
πPIntpn´1q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an b bk b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´1´Uq:UPπu
` βδn´1“k
ÿ
πPIntpn´1q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an´1 b anbk b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´1´Uq:UPπu
` t xanbky δn“k
ÿ
πPIntpn´1q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an´1 b bk´1 b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´1´Uq:UPπu
` γδn“k
ÿ
πPIntpn´1q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an´1 b anbkbk´1 b bk´2 b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´1´Uq:UPπu
´ βδn´1“k
ÿ
πPIntpn´1q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an´1an b bk b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´1´Uq:UPπu
´ t xan´1any δn´2“k
ÿ
πPIntpn´2q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an´2 b bk b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´3´Uq:UPπu
´ γδn´2“k
ÿ
πPIntpn´2q
t|π|γn´|π| xa1 b . . .b an´2an´1an b bk b . . .b b1ytUYp2n´3´Uq:UPπu
The second and fifth sums cancel term-by-term. Next, suppose n “ k ` 2. If in a partition π P
Intpn ´ 1q in the first sum, pn ´ 1q is a singleton, the term corresponding to this partition cancels
with the corresponding term in the sixth sum. If pn ´ 1q is not a singleton, the term corresponding
to this partition cancels with the corresponding term in the seventh sum. The sum of the remaining
sums (third and fourth), for n “ k, equals
δn“k
ÿ
πPIntpnq
t|π|γn´|π| xa˚n b . . .b a˚1 b b1 b . . .b bnytUYp2n`1´Uq:UPπu
by the same decomposition. 
Theorem 32. We may expand
(15) W pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SĂπ
p´1qn´|S|
ź
UPπzS
c|U | xaUy
ź
V PS
o|V |XpaV q,
where
ck “ αok ´ tok´1.
Case I: γ “ 0. Then
ok “ βk´1, ck “ pαβ ´ tqβk´2
For γ ‰ 0, factor 1´ βz ` γz2 “ p1´ uzqp1´ vzq.
Case II: γ ‰ 0, β2 ‰ 4γ, so that u ‰ v. Then
ok “ 1
u´ v pu
k ´ vkq, ck “ 1
u´ v
`
αpuk ´ vkq ´ tpuk´1 ´ vk´1q˘ .
Case II1: if in addition, α2 ´ αβt` γt2 “ 0, so that v “ t{α, then
ok “ 1
β ´ 2t{αppβ ´ t{αq
k ´ pt{αqkq, ck “ αpβ ´ t{αqk´1.
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Case III: γ ‰ 0, β2 “ 4γ, so that u “ v “ β{2. Then
ok “ kpβ{2qk´1, ck “ pαkpβ{2q ´ tpk ´ 1qqpβ{2qk´2.
Case III1: if in addition, αβ “ 2t, so that u “ v “ t{α, then
ok “ kpβ{2qk´1, ck “ αpβ{2qk´1.
Proof. Write W pa1 b . . .b anq in the form (15); we will show that this is possible by exhibiting
coefficients in this expansion. Plugging in this expansion into the recursion in Definition 25, we
obtainÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpn`1q
SĂπ
p´1qn`1´|S| “
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SĂπ
p´1qn´|S|Xpan`1q ´ α
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SĂπ
p´1qn´|S| xan`1y
´ β
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntprn´1sYttn,n`1uuq
SĂπ
p´1qn´|S|
´ t
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpn´1q
SĂπ
p´1qn´1´|S| xanan`1y ´ γ
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntprn´2sYttn´1,n,n`1uuq
SĂπ
p´1qn´1´|S|,
where in each term we sum the expressionź
UPπzS
c|U | xaU y
ź
V PS
o|V |XpaV q.
Now compare the factors corresponding to the block B containing n ` 1 on the left-hand-side. If
B is an open singleton, it matches with a term in the first sum, with the same coefficient (since the
number of open blocks on the left is one more than on the right). Thus o1 “ 1. For the remaining
terms, the size of S does not change, so we omit it from the coefficients. If B is a closed singleton,
it matches with a term from the second sum, and the coefficients are p´1qn`1c1 “ p´1qnp´αq,
so c1 “ α. If B is an open pair, it matches with a term in the third sum, and the coefficients are
p´1qn`1o2 “ p´1qnp´βqo1, so o2 “ βo1. IfB is a closed pair, it matches with terms in the third and
the fourth sums, and the coefficients are p´1qn`1c2 “ p´1qnp´βqc1`p´1qn´1p´tq, so c2 “ βc1´t.
If B is a larger block, it matches with terms in the third and the fifth sums, and the coefficients are
p´1qn`1ok “ p´1qnp´βqok´1 ` p´1qn´1p´γqok´2 (and the corresponding expression for ck), so
that
ok “ βok´1 ´ γok´2, ck “ βck´1 ´ γck´2
for k ě 3. Let
Opzq “
8ÿ
k“1
okz
k´1, Cpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
ckz
k´1.
Then
Opzq “ 1` βzOpzq ´ γz2Opzq, Cpzq “ α´ tz ` βzCpzq ´ γz2Cpzq,
so
Opzq “ 1
1´ βz ` γz2 , Cpzq “
α ´ tz
1´ βz ` γz2 “ αOpzq ´ tzOpzq.
The specific cases follow. 
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5. COUNTEREXAMPLE
The following is Definition 4.9 from [Ans04a]. HereM,ΓpMq are as in the introduction.
Definition 33. For ai P Msa, define the q-Kailath-Segall polynomials by Wq paq “ Xpaq ´ xay
and
Wq pa, a1, a2, . . . , anq “ XpaqWq pa1, a2, . . . , anq ´
nÿ
i“1
qi´1 xaaiyWq pa1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , anq
´
nÿ
i“1
qi´1Wq paai, . . . , aˆi, . . . , anq ´ xayWq pa1, a2, . . . , anq .
(16)
This map has a C-linear extension, so that eachW is really a multi-linear map from M to ΓpMq.
Example 34. According to Corollary 4.13 from [Ans04a],
ϕq rWq pa0qWq pa1, a2, a3qWq pa4qs “ 0.
However a direct calculation shows that in fact
ϕq rWq pa0qWq pa1, a2, a3qWq pa4qs “ pq ´ q2qpxa0a2y xa1a3a4y ´ xa0a2a4y xa1a3yq.
To be completely explicit, we consider the case where a0 “ a2 “ 1I , a1 “ a3 “ a4 “ 1J ,
I X J “ H, and the state is the Lebesgue measure. Then we get
ϕq rWq pa0qWq pa1, a2, a3qWq pa4qs “ pq ´ q2q |I| ¨ |J | .
Thus Corollary 4.13, and so also Theorem 4.11 part (c) in [Ans04a], are false.
The formula in Theorem 4.11(c) is true if the arguments of each W are orthogonal; however this
does not imply the general result since ϕq is not tracial. See Remark 42. There are many particular
cases when 4.11(c) is true. For the case q “ 1 (classical), and q “ 0 (free), the proof provided
in [Ans04a] still works. For the q-Gaussian case, this is Theorem 3.3 in [EP03]. Finally, for
univariate polynomials obtained for equal idempotent a and general q, the linearization formulas in
Corollary 4.13 also hold [KSZ06, IKZ13].
6. REPRESENTATIONS AND COMPLETIONS
Let M and B be D-bimodules with the actions satisfying (9). For a linear D-bimodule map F :
MÑ B, define the map FpF q : MbDn Ñ BbDn by
FpF qrd0a1d1 b . . .b andns “ F pd0a1d1q b . . .b F pandnq,
and the map ΓpF q : ΓpMq Ñ ΓpBq by ΓpF qrds “ d for d P D and
ΓpF qrWINC paqs “WINC pFpF qrasq .
Definition 35. Let M be a star-algebra and B a star-subalgebra. An algebraic conditional expec-
tation is a star-linear B-bimodule map F : M Ñ B such that F 2 “ F . If M is a D-bimodule,
DBD Ă B, and τ : MÑ D is a star-linear functional, we say that F preserves τ if τ rF paqs “ τ ras
for a PM.
Proposition 36. Let D,B,M be as in the preceding definition, and F : M Ñ B an algebraic
conditional expectation preserving x¨y. Then ΓpF q : ΓpMq Ñ ΓpBq is an algebraic conditional
expectation preserving ϕINC.
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Proof. Clearly ΓpF q is the identity on ΓpBq. For a P BbDn, b PMbDk, c P BbDℓ,
ΓpF q rWINC paqWINC pbqWINC pcqs
“
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpn`k`ℓq
π^p1ˆn,1ˆk,1ˆℓq“0ˆn`k`ℓ
SingpπqĂS
ΓpF q
”
WINC pab bb cqpπ,Sq
ı
“
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpn`k`ℓq
π^p1ˆn,1ˆk,1ˆℓq“0ˆn`k`ℓ
SingpπqĂS
WINC pab FpF qrbs b cqpπ,Sq
“WINC paqΓpF q rWINC pbqsWINC pcq ,
where we have used the inhomogeneity of the partitions, the bimodule property of F for open
blocks, and both properties of F for closed blocks. The final property is clear. 
Proposition 37. In all six examples above,
W pa1 b a2 b . . .b anq˚ “W pa˚n b . . .b a˚2 b a˚1q ,
where for ϕIP we additionally assume that M is commutative. If D “ C and the linear functional
x¨y on M is tracial, all six linear functionals ϕ are tracial. If D is a unital C˚-algebra, and x¨y is
positive, the functionals ϕ are positive, where for ϕIP and ϕIPRM we additionally assume thatM
is commutative.
Proof. The trace and adjoint properties follow from the moment formulas and expansions of Wick
products in terms of monomials, since in all cases the coefficients in the expansions depend only on
the size of the blocks. For positivity,
ϕINC1,2
“
WINC1,2 pa1 b . . .b anq˚WIP1,2 pb1 b . . .b bkq
‰
“ ϕINC
“
WINC pa1 b . . .b anq˚WINC pb1 b . . .b bkq
‰
“ δn“k xa˚n b . . .b a˚1 b b1 b . . .b bnytp1,2nq,p2,2n´1q,...,pn,n`1qu ,
The proof of positivity of this inner product onMbDn (which we denote x¨, ¨yn) is almost verbatim
the argument in Theorem 3.5.6 of [Spe98]. Also, by Proposition 31,
ϕ
“
W pa1 b . . .b anq˚W pb1 b . . .b bkq
‰
“ δn“k
ÿ
πPIntpnq
t|π|γn´|π| xa˚n b . . .b a˚1 b b1 b . . .b bnytUYp2n`1´Uq:UPπu
“ δn“k
ÿ
πPIntpnq
t|π|γn´|π|
Câ
UPπ
aU ,
â
UPπ
bU
G
|π|
,
(17)
and so this inner product is also positive. For commutativeM,
ϕIP1,2
“
WIP1,2 pa1 b . . .b anq˚WIP1,2 pb1 b . . .b bkq
‰
“ ϕIP
“
WIP pa1 b . . .b anq˚WIP pb1 b . . .b bkq
‰ “ δn“k ÿ
αPSympnq
@
a˚αp1qb1
D
. . .
@
a˚αpnqbn
D
,
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This inner product on Mbn is well known to be positive semi-definite. Finally,
ϕIPRM
“
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anq˚WIPRM pb1 b . . .b bkq
‰
“ δn“k
ÿ
α,βPSympnq
ź
UPπpβq
Cź
iPU
`
a˚αpiqbi
˘G
,
where πpβq is the orbit decomposition of β and the order in each U P πpβq is according to β as in
Theorem 17. As observed in Section 4 of [S´ni00], this inner product is in general not positive. If
M is commutative, we may re-write
ϕIPRM
“
WIPRM pa1 b . . .b anq˚WIPRM pa1 b . . .b akq
‰
“ δn“k
ÿ
αPSympnq
ÿ
πPPpnq
ź
UPπ
p|U | ´ 1q!
C˜ź
iPU
aαpiq
¸˚˜ź
iPU
ai
¸G
“ δn“k 1
n!
ÿ
πPPpnq
ÿ
α,βPSympnq
ź
UPπ
p|U | ´ 1q!
C˜ź
iPU
aαpiq
¸˚˜ź
iPU
aβpiq
¸G
“ δn“k 1
n!
ÿ
πPPpnq
ź
UPπ
p|U | ´ 1q!
C˜ź
iPU
pPnaqi
¸˚˜ź
iPU
pPnaqi
¸G
ě 0,
where in the next-to-last term we replaced α ˝β with α, and Pn is the symmetrization operator. 
Remark 38. For D “ C, x¨, ¨yn is essentially the induced inner product on a tensor product
of Hilbert spaces, and so is non-degenerate if x¨y is faithful. In general, x¨, ¨yn, and so ϕINC,
is rarely faithful. For example, let D “ M, xay “ a, and p P M be a idempotent. Then
xp1´ pq b p, p1´ pq b py2 “ 0.
Notation 39. For a P Mbn and pπ, Sq P INCpnq, define the contraction Cpπ,Sqpaq by a linear
extension of
C
pπ,Sqpa1 b . . .b anq “
ź
UPπzS
xaU y
â
V PS
aV .
Note that in all our examples with D “ C,
W paqpπ,Sq “W `Cpπ,Sqpaq˘ .
Proposition 40. Assume x¨y is a faithful state such that in its representation on L2pM, x¨yq, M is
represented by bounded operators. Let a P Mbn and b P Mbk. Denote }a}2 “
axa, ayn and
}W paq}ϕ “
b
ϕ
“
W paq˚W paq‰. Denote
Zn,k “
 pπ, Sq P INCpn` kq : π ^ p1ˆn, 1ˆkq “ 0ˆn`k, Singpπq Ă S( .
For pπ, Sq P Zn,k, the map
b ÞÑWINC pab bqpπ,Sq
is bounded as a map from L2pM, x¨yqbk to L2pM, x¨yqb|S|, as is the map
b ÞÑWINC paqWINC pbq .
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Therefore the definitions of Cpπ,Sqpab bq andWINC pab bqpπ,Sq and the identity
WINC paqWINC pbq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPZn,k
WINC
`
Cpπ,Sqpab bq˘ “ ÿ
pπ,SqPZn,k
WINC pab bqpπ,Sq
extend to a P Mbn (algebraic tensor product) and b P L2pM, x¨yqbk (Hilbert space tensor prod-
uct). If x¨y is tracial, we may switch a and b.
Proof. Since ›››WINC pab bqpπ,Sq›››
ϕINC
“ ››Cpπ,Sqpab bq››
2
,
it suffices to consider the map b ÞÑ Cpπ,Sqpab bq. Denote
πℓ “ tpiq : 1 ď i ď n´ ℓ, n` ℓ` 1 ď i ď n ` k; pn´ j ` 1, n` jq : 1 ď j ď ℓu ,
and
Sℓ “ tpiq : 1 ď i ď n´ ℓ, n` ℓ ` 1 ď i ď n` ku , S 1ℓ “ Sℓ Y tpn ´ ℓ` 1, n` ℓqu .
Note |Sℓ| “ n` k ´ 2ℓ, |S 1ℓ| “ n` k ´ 2ℓ` 1, and |Zn,k| “ 2minpn, kq. Then
Zn,k “ tpπℓ, Sℓq, pπℓ, S 1ℓq : 0 ď ℓ ď minpn´ kqu .
For a “ a1 b . . .b an and b “
ř
i bi1 b . . .b bik,›››Cpπℓ,S1ℓqpab bq›››2
2
“
›››››
ÿ
i
ℓ´1ź
r“1
xan´r`1bi,ry a1 b . . .b an´ℓ b an´ℓ`1biℓ b . . .b bik
›››››
2
2
“
ÿ
i,j
ℓ´1ź
r“1
xan´r`1bi,ry
ℓ´1ź
s“1
xan´s`1bj,sy xa˚1a1y . . .
@
a˚n´ℓan´ℓ
D @
b˚iℓa
˚
n´ℓ`1an´ℓ`1bjℓ
D
. . . xb˚ikbjky
ď }an´ℓ`1}2
››Cpπℓ´1,Sℓ´1qpab bq››2
2
Also, the statement ››Cpπℓ,Sℓqpab bq››
2
ď }a}2 }b}2
is about Hilbert spaces and not algebras, and as such is well known, see for example Proposi-
tion 5.3.3 in [BS98] (one may identify the Hilbert space with the space of square-integrable func-
tions on a measure space, and apply coordinate-wise Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). The bounded-
ness of the first map follows.
Next, note thatWINC
`
Cpπ,Sqpab bq˘ are orthogonal for different |S|. Thus
}WINC paqWINC pbq}2ϕINC “
ÿ
pπ,SqPZn,k
››WINC `Cpπ,Sqpab bq˘››2ϕINC .
The results follow. 
Example 41. Let fpx, yq “ 1r0,1spyq1r0,y´1{4spxq and gpyq “ y´1{4. Then f P L1XL8pR2q (and so
in L2pR2q) and g P L2pRq, but
Cptp1q,p2,3qu,tp1q,p2,3quqpf b gqpx, yq “ fpx, yqgpyq
is not in L2pR2q. Cf. Remark 3.3 in [BP14].
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Remark 42. In stochastic analysis, see for example [PT11] or [BS98], it is usual to prove product
formulas
(18) W pa1 b . . .b anqW pb1 b . . .b bkq “
ÿ
W
for all ai’s, and separately all bj’s, orthogonal to each other. One can then conclude using the Itoˆ
isometry that the same formula holds for general ai, bj . Some, but not all, of the ingredients of this
approach generalize to the Wick product setting.
‚ In the case of WINC, W , and Wq, we have isometries between ΓpMq and
À8
n“0M
bn
with, respectively, the usual inner product induced by x¨y, the inner product (17), and the
appropriate q-inner product (equation 4.73 in [Ans04a]). So in all these cases, one may
extend the definition of W to the appropriate closure, which however are different in all
three cases.
‚ Instead of starting with general simple tensors, we could have started with the analog of
functions supported away from diagonals. As noted in Lemma 43 below, in the infinite-
dimensional setting such elements are still dense with respect to the usual inner product.
However they are clearly not dense for the inner product (17). For example, in the natural
commutative setting of pM, x¨yq “ ppL1 X L8pRq, dxq, the inner product on functions of n
arguments is ÿ
πPIntpnq
fpxqgpxq dµπpxq,
where µπ is a multiple of the |π|-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the diagonal set!
x P Rn : xi “ xj ô i π„ j
)
.
This is the reason why the formulas in Theorem 28 take a considerably simpler form if the
arguments have orthogonal components.
‚ Finally, to extend the product relation (18), we need the product map to be continuous, at
least when one of the arguments is in the algebraic tensor product and the other is bounded
in two-norm. If the state ϕ is not tracial, this need not be the case. Since ϕq is not tracial, it
is natural to expect a counterexample in Section 5.
It is well-known that for non-atomic measures, functions supported away from diagonals are dense
in the product space of all square integrable functions. The next lemma (applied to L2pM, x¨yq.
shows that this results remains true for non-commutative algebras, in fact with no assumptions on
the state other than faithfulness. The result is surely known, but we could not find it in the literature.
Lemma 43. Let H be a Hilbert space. In the Hilbert space tensor product H b H , consider the
span S of tensors of the form f b g with xf, gy “ 0. This span is dense if and only if H is infinite
dimensional.
Proof. Choose an orthonormal basis teiu forH . IdentifyH bH with the space of Hilbert-Schmidt
operators HSpHq,
f b g ÞÑ f x¨, gy .
Then for any f, g, we have
trpf b gq “
ÿ
i
xf, eiy xei, gy “ xf, gy .
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In particular, if xf, gy “ 0, trpf b gq “ 0. So if dimH ă 8, all operators in S have trace zero, and
so S is not dense.
Now suppose that dimH “ 8. Then H is isomorphic to L2pr0, 1s, dxq, in which case the result is
well-known (it is also not hard to give a direct argument in terms of Hilbert-Schmidt operators; it is
left to the interested reader). 
APPENDIX A. COMBINATORIAL COROLLARIES
Proposition 44. All five examples of incomplete posets in Section 2 are graded by the number of
open blocks. In addition:
(a) The number of incomplete partitions (analog of Bell numbers) is
|IPpnq| “
nÿ
i“0
ˆ
n
i
˙
BiBn´i,
sequence A001861 in [OEIS17]. The incomplete Stirling numbers of the second kind are
Sn,k,ℓ “ |tpπ, Sq P IPpnq : |πzS| “ k, |S| “ ℓu| “
ˆ
k ` ℓ
ℓ
˙
Sn,k`ℓ,
and the number of elements of rank ℓ is
ř
k
`
k`ℓ
ℓ
˘
Sn,k`ℓ, sequence A049020.
(b) The number of incomplete non-crossing partitions (analog of Catalan numbers) is
|INCpnq| “
ˆ
2n
n
˙
,
the central binomial coefficients, sequence A000984. Define the incomplete Narayana num-
bers
Nn,k,ℓ “ |tpπ, Sq P INCpnq : |πzS| “ k, |S| “ ℓu| .
Then denoting
F pt, x, zq “
8ÿ
n“0
8ÿ
k“0
8ÿ
ℓ“0
Nn,k,ℓt
kxℓzn
their generating function and
F˜ pt, zq “ F pt, 0, zq “ 1` zpt ´ 1q ´
a
1´ 2zpt ` 1q ` z2pt´ 1q1
2tz
the generating function of the regular Narayana numbers,
F pt, x, zq “ 1´ zF˜ pt, zq
1´ zpt ` x` F˜ pt, zqq .
The rank generating function is
F p1, x, zq “ 1`
?
1´ 4z
1´ 2zpx` 1q ` ?1´ 4z ,
and the number of elements of rank ℓ is 2ℓ`1
n`ℓ`1
`
2n
n´ℓ
˘
, sequence A039599.
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(c) The number of partial permutations is |IPRMpnq| “ řnℓ“0 `nℓ˘2ℓ!, sequence A002720. The
incomplete Stirling numbers of the first kind
sn,k,ℓ “ |tpπ, Sq P IPRMpnq : |πzS| “ k, |S| “ ℓu|
have the generating function
nÿ
k“0
sn,k,ℓt
k “
ˆ
n
ℓ
˙
pt` ℓq . . . pt` n´ 1q,
and the number of elements of rank ℓ is
`
n
ℓ
˘2
ℓ!.
Proof. The formula for the incomplete Stirling numbers of the second kind is obvious. Then using
for example the solved Exercise 1.32 in [Aig07],
|IPpnq| “
nÿ
k,ℓ“0
ˆ
k ` ℓ
ℓ
˙
Sn,k`ℓ “
nÿ
k,ℓ“0
n´kÿ
i“ℓ
ˆ
n
i
˙
Si,ℓSn´i,k “
nÿ
i“0
ˆ
n
i
˙
BiBn´i.
The incomplete Narayana numbers satisfy the recursion relation
Nn`1,k,ℓ “ Nn,k´1,ℓ `Nn,k,ℓ´1 `
nÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“0
Ni,j,ℓNn´i,k´j,0.
It follows that
F pt, x, zq “ 1` ztF pt, x, zq ` zxF pt, x, zq ` zpF pt, x, zq ´ 1qF˜ pt, zq.
For t “ 1 this relation is easily solved to give the rank generating function, while setting additionally
x “ 1, we see that the generating function for |INCpnq| is
F p1, 1, zq “ 1?
1´ 4z .
Using the bijection from Proposition 9,
|tpπ, Sq P INCpnq : |S| “ ℓu| “ |tπ P INC1,2p2nq : |Singpπq| “ 2ℓu| .
The latter number is clearly the same as the number of lattice paths with W and N steps which go
from p0, 0q to pn` ℓ, n´ ℓq and do not cross the main diagonal. Using the reflection principle, this
number is
`
2n
n`ℓ
˘´ ` 2n
n`ℓ`1
˘
.
The formula for |IPRMpnq| is obvious. The formula for the incomplete Stirling numbers of the
first kind follows from the recursion relation
sn`1,k,ℓ “ sn,k´1,ℓ ` sn,k,ℓ´1 ` pn ` ℓqsn,k,ℓ,
obtained in the usual way by adjoining n ` 1 to an incomplete permutation of n; note that in a
closed work of length u, n` 1 can be inserted in u places, while in an open word it can be inserted
in u` 1 spaces. 
Remark 45. For completeness, we include combinatorial corollaries of Proposition 16 and Theo-
rem 17. Take a to a projection, so that a2 “ a and xay “ t. Denote Xpaq “ x. Then
xWIP1,2
`
abn
˘ “WIP1,2 `abn`1˘` tnWIP1,2 `abn´1˘ ,
xWIP
`
abn
˘ “WIP `abn`1˘` pt` nqWIP `abn˘` tnWIP `abn´1˘ ,
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and
xWIPRM
`
abn
˘ “WIPRM `abn`1˘` pt` 2nqWIPRM `abn˘
` ptn ` npn´ 1qqWIPRM
`
abn´1
˘
.
Thus WIP1,2 pabnq “ Hnpx, tq, the Hermite polynomial; WIP pabnq “ Cnpx, tq, the Charlier
polynomial; andWIPRM pabnq “ Lpt´1qn pxq, the Laguerre polynomial. We thus get (mostly known)
inversion, moment, product, and linearization formulas for these polynomials. For example, for the
Laguerre case
xn “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIPRMpnq
t|πzS|L
pt´1q
|S| pxq “
nÿ
ℓ“0
ˆ
n
ℓ
˙
pt ` ℓq . . . pt ` n´ 1qLpt´1q|S| pxq,
Lpt´1qn pxq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIPRMpnq
p´1qn´|S|t|πzS|x|S| “
nÿ
ℓ“0
p´1qn´ℓ
ˆ
n
ℓ
˙
pt` ℓq . . . pt` n´ 1qxℓ,
and
kź
i“1
L
pt´1q
spiq pxq “
ÿ
pπ,SqPIDpsp1q,...,spkqq
t|πzS|L
pt´1q
|S| pxq.
extending the moment and linearization formulas [FZ88]ż
xn dµpxq “
ÿ
πPSympnq
tcyc π “ tp1` 1q . . . pt` n ´ 1q,
ż kź
i“1
L
pt´1q
spiq pxq dµpxq “
ÿ
πPDpsp1q,...,spkqq
tcyc π.
Similarly, sinceÿ
pπ,SqPIPpnq,UPπzSñ|U |“1,
|πzS|“k,|S|“ℓ
ź
V PS
p|V | ´ 1q! “
ˆ
n
k
˙ ÿ
πPPpn´kq,|π|“ℓ
ź
V Pπ
p|V | ´ 1q! “
ˆ
n
k
˙
sn´k,ℓ,
we obtain the familiar result that the Charlier polynomials are
Cnpx, tq “
nÿ
k,ℓ“0
p´1qn´ℓ
ˆ
n
k
˙
sn´k,ℓt
kxℓ “
nÿ
k“0
p´1qkn!
k!
tk
ˆ
x
n ´ k
˙
.
Finally, since
|tpπ, Sq P INCpnq, π P Intpnq, V P πzS ñ |V | “ 1, |πzS| “ k, |S| “ ℓu| “
ˆ
n´ k
ℓ´ 1
˙ˆ
k ` ℓ
ℓ
˙
,
the free Charlier polynomials are
Pnpx, tq “
ÿ
k,ℓ
p´1qn´ℓ
ˆ
n´ k
ℓ´ 1
˙ˆ
k ` ℓ
ℓ
˙
tkxℓ.
See, for example, Chapter 7 in [Aig07] for many related combinatorial results.
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Remark 46. Let µα,β,t,γ be the measure of orthogonality of the free Meixner polynomials, with the
Jacobi-Szego˝ parameters ˆ
α, α ` β, α ` β, . . .
t, t` γ, t ` γ, . . .
˙
.
Then from the Viennot-Flajolet theorem, the n’th moment of this measure is
(19)
ÿ
τPNC1,2pnq
ź
V POutpτq,
|V |“1
α
ź
V PτzOutpτq,
|V |“1
pα ` βq
ź
UPOutpτq,
|U |“2
t
ź
UPτzOutpτq,
|U |“2
pt ` γq
“
ÿ
σPNCpnq
α|Singpσq|βn´2|σ|`|Singpσq|t|Outpσqz Singpσq|pt` γq|σ|´|Singpσq|´|Outpσqz Singpσq|.
We may interpret this as saying that the two-state free cumulants of the pair of free Meixner and
free Poisson measures pµα,β,t,γ, µα,β,0,tq are
R1 “ r1 “ α, Rj “ pt` γqβj´2, rj “ tβj´2.
Cf. Proposition 10 in [Ans09].
Various classical combinatorial sequences appearing as moments of these measures are listed in
Section 7.4 of [Aig07]. These include Catalan, Motzkin, and Schro¨der numbers. Expansions (13)
and (19) then give us various combinatorial identities. For example, for α “ t “ γ “ 1 and
β “ 2, the free cumulants are Catalan numbers while the moments are the (shifted) large Schro¨der
numbers, and we obtain the relations
Schn´1 “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
ź
UPπ
c|U |´1 “
ÿ
σPNCpnq
2n´|σ|´|Outpσqz Singpσq|.
For the first relation, cf. Corollary 8.4 in [Dyk07]. If β “ t “ γ “ 1, and α “ 0 the free cumulants
are Motzkin numbers, and the moments areÿ
πPNCě2pnq
ź
UPπ
M|U |´2 “
ÿ
σPNCě2pnq
2|σ|´|Outpσq|.
Either for α “ 1 or α “ 0 this moment sequence does not appear in [OEIS17].
Remark 47. In this remark we compute the sum of the coefficients in the expansion (12). According
to Lemma 27, this sum is
Tn “
ÿ
pπ,SqPINCpnq
ź
UPπzS
κ
|U |
α,β,t,γ
ź
V PS
ω
|V |
α,β,t,γ “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
ź
UPπzOutpπq
κ
|U |
α,β,t,γ
ź
V POutpπq
pω|V |α,β,t,γ ` κ|V |α,β,t,γq.
Using the same lemma,
rpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
κnα,β,t,γz
n´1 “ α ` t
8ÿ
n“2
Mn´2pβ, γqzn´1 “ α ` tzFβ,γpzq
and
Rpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
pωnα,β,t,γ ` κnα,β,t,γqzn´1 “ α` tzFβ,γpzq `
8ÿ
n“1
Mn´1pβ, γqzn´1 “ α` ptz ` 1qFβ,γpzq
where
Fβ,γpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
Mnpβ, γqzn “ 1´ βz ´
apβz ´ 1q2 ´ 4γz2
2γz2
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is the generating function of Motzkin polynomials. According to the two-state free probability
theory, the moment generating function of µα,β,t,γ from Remark 46 is the solution of
1
zmα,β,t,γpzq ` rpzmα,β,t,γpzqq “
1
z
,
and the generating function of the desired sequence is
Mpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
Tnz
n “ 1
1´ zRpzmα,β,t,γpzqq .
According to Remark 50 below, the most natural choice of the parameters appears to be α “ t “
γ “ 1, β “ 2. In this case
F pzq “ 1´ 2z ´
?
1´ 4z
2z2
, Rpzq “ 1´ z ´ pz ` 1q
?
1´ 4z
2z2
,
andmpzq is the generating function of shifted large Schro¨der numbers
mpzq “ 3´ z ´
?
1´ 6z ` z2
2
.
Using Maple, we compute the first few terms in the sequence Tn to be 1, 2, 7, 30, 140, 684. This
sequence now appears in [OEIS17] as A299296, but has not arisen in other contexts.
Example 48. From Theorem 32, we can get a variety of different-looking combinatorial expan-
sions.
For α “ β “ γ “ t “ 1, Case II. u, v “ e˘pπ{3qi.
ok “ 1, 1, 0,´1,´1, 0, . . . , ck “ 1, 0,´1,´1, 0, 1, . . . .
W pa1 b . . .b anq
“
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SĂπ
UPπzSñ|U |‰2 mod 3
V PSñ|V |‰0 mod 3
p´1qn´|UPπzS:|U |“3 or 4 mod 6|´|V PS:|V |“1 or 2 mod 6|
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
ź
V PS
XpaV q.
For α “ 1, γ “ t, β “ t ` 1, Case II1. u “ 1, v “ t.
ok “ 1
1´ tp1´ t
kq, ck “ 1.
W pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SĂπ
p´1qn´|S|
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
ź
V PS
ˆ
1´ t|V |
1´ t
˙
XpaV q.
For α “ 0, γ “ t “ 1, β “ 2, Case III.
ok “ k, ck “ ´pk ´ 1q.
W pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SingpπqĂSĂπ
p´1qn´|π|
ź
UPπzS
p|U | ´ 1q xaU y
ź
V PS
|V |XpaV q.
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For α “ γ “ t “ 1, β “ 2, Case III1.
ok “ k, ck “ 1.
W pa1 b . . .b anq “
ÿ
pπ,Sq
πPIntpnq
SĂπ
p´1qn´|S|
ź
UPπzS
xaUy
ź
V PS
|V |XpaV q.
These in turn give expansions for free Meixner polynomials and may serve as a source of combina-
torial identities.
APPENDIX B. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO THEOREM 28
Remark 49. An alternative combinatorial structure we could have used in Section 4 are linked
partitions. According to [Dyk07, Nic10], the pairs tσ ! π : σ, π P NCpnqu are in a natural bijection
with the set of non-crossing linked partitionsNCLpnq, and doubling the value of β gives a bijection
between such pairs with Singpσq “ Singpπq and all such pairs. Moveover, according to [CWY08,
CLW13], permutations are in a natural bijection with the set of all linked partitions LPpnq. The
results of Theorems 17 and 28 can be phrased in terms of these objects, see [YY09] for related
moment computations. This approach has not led us to any clarification in the inversion or product
formulas.
In place of partitions, we could also (of course) have used colored Motzkin paths. From the point
of view of Definition 25, the most natural family are those with a single color for rising steps and
flat and falling steps at height zero, two colors for the other falling steps, and three colors for the
rest of flat steps. It is not hard to see using the continued fraction form of the generating functions
that the number of such paths of length n ` 1 is equal to the number of large p3, 2q-Motzkin paths
of length n in the sense of [CW12] (similar to the above, except their falling and flat steps at height
zero are allowed two colors). This number in turn is known to be the (large) Schro¨der number, see
Remark 46.
Remark 50. Unlike in the expansions in the five examples in Section 3, the terms on the right hand
side of (12) have multiplicities. One can modify Definition 25 to obtain bijective representations.
For example, we may define instead
W pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “W pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´ αW pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´ βW pa1 b . . .b an´1 b anan`1q ´ tW pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanan`1y
´ γW pa1 b . . .b an´2 b anan`1an´1q .
Note that this definition works only in the scalar-valued and not in the operator-valued case. The
corresponding terms are in a bijection with the following collection of incomplete permutations.
First, they have no double descents. Second, arrange each closed block so that it ends in its largest
element. Then the descent-ascents in each block appear in decreasing order. Finally, split each block
into sub-words, ending with the final letter or a descent-ascent, and beginning with the initial letter
or right after the preceding descent-ascent. Then the partition into these sub-words is non-crossing.
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We may also define
W pa1 b . . .b an b an`1q “W pa1 b . . .b anqXpan`1q ´ αW pa1 b . . .b anq xan`1y
´ β1W pa1 b . . .b an´1 b anan`1q
´ β2W pa1 b . . .b an´1 b an`1anq
´ tW pa1 b . . .b an´1q xanan`1y
´ γW pa1 b . . .b an´2 b anan`1an´1q ,
The corresponding terms are in a bijection with the following collection of incomplete permutations.
Arrange each closed block so that it ends in its largest element. Then the descent-ascents in each
block appear in decreasing order. Split each block as above. Then the partition into these sub-
words is non-crossing, and on each sub-block, the letters are decreasing and then increasing, with
the sub-block maximum at the end.
This description appears related to the work of West [Wes95], who studied permutations avoiding
the patters p3142, 2413q (sometimes called separable permutations). He proved that the cardinality
of this set is the Schro¨der number (see Remark 46), and the argument uses trees reminiscent of the
construction above.
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